Just Add Vice: 50 Pieces of Relationship Advice from a Master PUA

Written By Miami PUA for Elite Seduction Labs
Vice vs. Virtue: Can You Have Your Cake and Eat it too?

Different societies and subcultures exist all around the earth and within these societies come the benefits and pitfalls of each one. Everyone feels that they have the right answer to a solution... every society, every subculture... and frankly, they're absolutely right... but will these answers score points with women? Are they the answer to the situations that you face that are going to get you laid, like a rockstar.

Take Timmy and Tony. Both are the same height, same weight and were brought up in the same household because they are identical twins. One of the twins gets laid, like a rockstar and the other has extreme anxiety around women... What makes them so different that one is more successful with women than the other? The answer lies in the answers to the situations that arise on a daily basis. Whenever the twin who is non-successful with women is at a “fork-in-the-road” he can take the path that is going to give him the money, power, respect, girls and cars that he desires or he could take “the other route.”

I have taken my answers to people’s relationship questions from Yahoo Answers over the past 6 months and compiled them all to bring you this publication.

There is no “one” right answer, but my goal is to get you laid, to get women to look at you with admiration and lust because the solutions to problems that arise allows you and her to “have your cake and eat it to,” not that your grandmother doesn’t have the right answer, but what is the answer that is going to attract more, hot, erotic, sensual, steamy sexual encounters with the opposite sex while still maintaining your “dignity” in the “real world.”

How can you help out a girl who is at a fork in the road to indulge in her erotic fantasies instead of repressing them? What methods allow you to milk the most sensuality and sexuality possible out of every encounter that you have with women? What attitudes do the most powerful seducers in the universe all universally adhere to? Well, it’s all in this book.

Me, personally, I like to work on products very fast. This is a very raw, unpolished archive of answers that I have yet to even read through and being that it’s only 34 pages, all of the answers to your burning questions you may not find in this book, so if you’re a seduction stone looking for further polishing, you might find just what you are looking for in the other 4 books I have written as well as in the over 100 hours of free audio in my free audio program titled “Lolita Hypnosis.”

I'm too afraid to approach girls?
I'm 20 years old and I've never even kissed a girl. I don't have any female friends (or even male friends even, since they now live too far away) and all the people in my classes are male. I'm terrified of even talking to women since I know they are going to reject me (did I mention I'm unattractive?). I can't even bring myself to ask for the time. Any suggestions on how to get over this? I'm also kind of afraid to go into situations like bars and whatnot.

**Miami PUA:** It all starts with your parents. Let me guess, you live in the middle of nowhere and were taught a very unconventional wisdom. You father was very dominant, borderline abusive (because he loved you) mom went along with it... You want to reprogram your mind for success in the real world? I understand that.

I have a bunch of audios on my website [http://callgirlseduction.com](http://callgirlseduction.com) that are very helpful. I am a pick up artist, an expert with dealing with hot women.

You've got a journey my friend, but you understand the psychology of seduction a little more than you think being that your parents seduced you into becoming what you are.

No one is "ugly" everyone attractive in their own way. i.e. I like tits on fat chicks and I don't really like them big, I like them small. It's just a nasty little fetish, you never know what someone likes until you reach out to them.

P.S. You almost never see beautiful women in longterm relationships with "pretty" guys because they normally hang around. The girl with the most beautiful face is probably with a guy who is a fucking slob. Family Guy (the tv show) thrives from teasing over-generalizations of this realization. Look at Peters wife, now look at Peter.... Just another case of a fat, sloppy guy with a beautiful wife with an amazing figure.

**I accidentally farted really loud while having sex with my girlfriend?**

*we did it earlier and i was embarrased. i havent talked to her since. what should i do?*

**Miami PUA:** People fart under the covers and have their girlfriends breathe it in... it's called a Dutch Oven. There are women, hotter than your girlfriend who are sucking off pets and having sex with their fathers on the internet.

Bring those facts up... then apologize for passing gas. Tell her you thought you could control it. That should pale in comparison... Comparing what others do sexually that's completely over the top to something that you like (getting head... etc.) makes her giving you a blowjob pale in comparison. Imagine if your girlfriend found out that only the most beautiful and worshipped women in the world loved giving horses and pets blowjobs... Do you think that she would "really" have an issue giving some 80 year old guy a blowjob? Hell, she'd probably jump at the chance if she thought he owned a horse.
How Do You Get A Girlfriend When You Are Quiet And Your Friends Are Outgoing?

So I'm a pretty quiet guy most of the time. I speak if spoken to or if I have to e.g. presentations in class, asking for directions etc. Things is, my two best friends are the exact opposite of me. They're more outgoing, social and way better looking than I am and most girls tend to be attracted to them easier than me. I would really like to have a girlfriend or at least initiate conversation with a girl but most girls I am remotely interested in always ends up liking either one of my friends. So I was just wondering if it's possible to get a girlfriend in my current situation and if so, what can I do to get her interested in me?

P.S. If it helps I'm a 20 years old in my second semester at university.

Miami PUA: The answer is in your response.... when you said "speak when spoken to"

Obviously, your parents frown upon outgoing people... BUT, you play a role within your group and that is the quiet one.

You cozied up to them BECAUSE they could get you laid. but now you've been typecast.

You have a long, hard road ahead of you... but it all starts with the little things, trying to undo the damage that your parents did. (not that it hasn't helped you academically, just left you socially awkward)

Awkwardness comes from not knowing... BUT, as you know, there are no definites... no one knows what the hell they're doing. The difference between cool people and the rest is that they"impress" their ideas on people, not the other way around. It's like reverse-awkwardness=cool.

Just look at quantum theory.

How to apologize to a girl?

i need help trying to apologize to a girl because i said a joke to my friends that she found offended and i want to apologize im not a jerk i was just a jackass at the time. im usually always nice to her she is a girl i bearly know but we flirt a little and stuff in school. i protect her from whoever is bothering her and stand up for her when somebody calls her a whore or whatever.i just want to know what to say when apologizing to her because its making me go crazy when i keep on thinking about it.

Miami PUA: Just coldly walk up to her with the heart of a martyr and sincerely apologize to her. If she doesn't forgive you, she knows she's being a hypocrite because she's going to have to apologize at some point in her life. Stuff happens.

We're human and we make mistakes. It's the person who can bounce back from those mistakes the quickest and tries again that succeeds more quickly than the others. It's like a machine gun spraying towards a target vs. a handgun shooting off a round every 3 seconds.... You just get more done moving on faster. A woman needs a guy like that to lead her life, that's not going to hide inside of a cave when he makes mistakes, but faces them, like a man, does
damage control on fucked up situations (that can only get worse by denial of your wrongdoing)

Truth when drinking or not? Adults please?

This might be kinda long...sorry....
I have known this guy for about 10 years. We have many mutual friends and have become good friends. We've gotten really close in the last 3 years or so. He always flirted with me and asked me out and I always just blew it off. About 2 and half years ago he cornered me in the kitchen at a friend's house (while we were all drinking and hanging out), cornered me in view of the guy I brought with me that night and tried to kiss me. Then he said the exact same thing our one friend said to his wife (before they were married) to get her to go out with him. I told him we have nothing in common and wouldn't be good together but that we could see each "casually" if he wanted (FWB). He insisted we'd be good together and tried to list the things we have in common. I stuck to my position that we wouldn't be good together, but we could do the other. We've had this arrangement for 2 1/2 years now and all is fine. But in the last 1 1/2 years every time we go out and drink he confesses his love for me. He has told my best friend and my sister that he's going to marry me some day (also when he's drunk) but doesn't say it in front of me. Physically neither of us have been very affectionate. We hang out, as friends, then go home together. But, again in the last year and a half that has started changing. Last weekend we went out and things were very different. He was very openly affectionate to me, in front of friends and strangers. He told several people he loved me, and acted really jealous when I was talking to a guy I ran into that had grown up in my neighborhood. We left the bar and went to another friend's house, where he sat as close to me as possible without climbing in my lap, and tried to hold my hand. When we got back to his house later, he was overly affectionate again, just wrapping his arms around me and kissing me and such. I had initially set the rules in this, so it's not like he needs to do anything to get in my pants. At one point his affection became quite passionate and he backed away and said, "I'm sorry, sometimes I can be too much. I don't want to scare you away." That left me puzzled because we are very close (he refers to me to others as his BFF) and have been doing this for quite a while. He also at one point took a step back and said, "I just need to take this in and remember it." When I asked what he replied, "you, me, here, in my kitchen, in my house. I just want to remember this."

Before this last encounter he would always confess his love, then call me the next day and say, "wow, I got really hammered last night and don't remember much. So if I told you I love you or something like that I don't want you think I meant it," This time he didn't do that, but is acting kinda distant.

My question is.....do you think he has real feelings for me that come out when he's drinking, or does he only have those feelings because he's drinking? I am not at all sure what I want to do. If his feelings are real I either need to A. back away so he doesn't get hurt or B. decide if I may
want to pursue more. Sorry it's so long but without some of the key details you wouldn't have an accurate idea of what's going on. Thanks for the advice.

**Miami PUA:** He's doing exactly what you wanted. He doesn't want to lose a good thing, so he blames it on the alcohol. I hit on women all day, everyday. I compliment them on their sexual body parts and have full out conversations with the about oral sex...

But she thinks I'm talking about her rack... she get's offended, but hey, I'm talking about the Audi outside with the 2 bike racks.

I think he's at a loss of how to bump things up a notch. I think you should get on your knees... and propose to him.

P.S. He seems like a real passionate guy. Women cheat on their husbands for a guy like him.

When a woman lingers around you and jokes about being with you forever, etc. that is called a “Freudian Slip.” A Freudian Slip is when a person talks about something because they like the idea of it. If a girl were to talk about her father constantly, almost as if she were “obsessed” with him, that means that on some level she is. If she were to ask you about what you’re going to do when you have “kids” than that means that she’s probably thinking about you and her having “kids” on some level. Most people don’t pay attention to Freudian Slips, but here at Elite Seduction Labs, we do!

**How do i get this girl to notice me (like me)?**

*We go to school together but we dont really talk i need some help thank you for helping*

**Miami PUA:** It's better to throw a slushie on the girl than it is for her not to notice you. One of the biggest problems that guys have is thinking that just because she's attractive, she knows everything and is right about everything. Sometimes, women can be so concerned with what others think that she has to be told she likes you. Sometimes, her like/love for you can wane, back and forth, like the tides. Sometimes, you tell a girl you love her and she ignores you, but she secretly worships you, like in "Hey Arnold" the tv show. Sometimes your conviction that she loves you has to be stronger than the jeers of an entire school for her to love you back…. Those jeers could make a simple middle school romance more powerful than Romeo & Juliet. BUT, you've got to give it a chance.

See, the thing is... is women are like men. Men find ALL women attractive (on some level) but the more that she finds herself thinking about you, the more that she will "assume" that her feelings are love.
Bring attention to things that might be true makes them kind've true.

e.g. What if this answer doesn't get picked as the best answer for some reason... but you know that it is the best answer? How would that make you feel?

The whole world is subject to question, yours, hers and everyone else... Now, there's this nagging feeling that my answer might be the best... But I'll tell you what, you won't forget it.

**Ex gf acts like she hates me?**

first of all she ended it with me early last year because of long distance, and i did try and get her back but she wouldn't have it, but she now has a new bf and is pregnant and we did try and be friends briefly but her bf hated me and i still had feelings for her which was hard, and also she started to show signs of jealousy towards me with girls so she said she didn't want to be friends anymore now we havent spoken for a while, but someone one facebook who we both know mentioned my name in a status and my ex replied basically putting me down and its not the first time she has done that, it seems like if she see's or even hears my name she talks horrible about me like she hates me but oddly someone who knows her has told me she doesn't hate me so they dont know what all this is about.

is there a way i can make amends? It really saddens me

**Miami PUA:** It takes time for womens wounds to heal. Pick up artists have wounds, but we are stronger than our adversity.

She obviously still has feelings for you and that is evident in her jealousy (although she refuses to admit it.

She hates that she loves you, like I hate that I cry at the end of chick flicks... it's bad enough you're crying but to be expected not to cry puts an added pressure on me to hide it... what if someone knows... etc.

Keep it very humble, very cordial, etc. between you two and whenever you're told to talk about her... talk very lovingly and fondly of her, like you still love her... just wrong place at the wrong time, but you wish her happiness, etc.

When she calms down, her interest will regain in you and you will come out on top, like creme.

....But you obviously want to be with plenty other women because it’s just unethical to be with a girl who is not into you emotionally but not submitting to you physically, so you match her emotions and if she’s partnering up with other people, than you should do the same.
Do guys like when girls make the initiative for hookups?

Or is that seen as slutty or desperate? A guy friend (really he is a friend) called me to hook up last weekend and we talked about doing it again. Is it weird if I make the initiative and is it weird if it’s a week after the last time we did stuff?

**Miami PUA:** You’ve already hooked up with the guy... The rules of what "slutty" and "desperate" are are lame and need to be rewritten. If a guy is too "dumb" to respect you if you initiate a hook up than you need to find new friends. A lot of guys try to “impress” women acting like some other girl is a slut... all the while, the girl he’s with is thinking that he’s going to label her the same way if she has sex with you AND your friend... (who she may think is equally as hot as you) Praise and worship sluts... put them on a throne and worship them as the most high. She may be annoyed with it at first, but then, if you maintain your frame, she would know that if she wanted to deviate from her plan and "be a slut" she would show that side to you before any of these other "judgemental" guys. Honestly, you wouldn’t had slept with her if you didn’t want her, slut or not. Be friends with girls who are typically labeled a “slut” and you will have a very sensual lifestyle. Be safe, wear protection and et a girl screw who she wants to... especially if you expect her to screw you.

**Why do some of the hottest girls in school have morals and the ugly ones don't have morals?**

A girl i go to school with her name is jordanna and she is hot sexy pretty beautiful smart everything, but she has morals like not really strict ones but they are like don’t have sex in high school (not the marriage bs) have respect for yourself and others don’t lie don’t smoke or drink stuff like that. i just want to have sex with her really she is amazing and if she is amazing the sex must be amazing too right? i show her i want to have sex with her but it’s not like she push’s me away she just like doesn’t get it. she will wear shorts to school when it is hot so i slap her *** like every other guy does she will slap me back whatever. i pull her hair ask her to give me a lap dance anything she won’t do it. we were playing beer pong she was supposed to take the shot she said i dont drink spilled it on the floor. like girl i want to get you drunk and **** you why don’t you understand this? this is what i do to every girl and they love the sex they have with me. like she will like it so, just let me have sex with you.

**Miami PUA:** You say that she’s a moral girl, but exactly how is not enjoying your life when you have a pleasure non-moral or "dirty."

YOU’RE labeling sex as "dirty" and "non-moral" in your mind. Do you want to know the most moral thing I’ve ever done... pretended to be a girls dad while having sex with her... It’s what she wants and a beautiful woman deserves to get what she wants and luckily I was able to fill that void in her life.
So many people think that just because she's hot, she's got this halo around her head.

I would act like you've screwed more girls than you have... but play the "I'm keeping my lips sealed" card.

The "I don't kiss and tell" card, so when things get hot and heavy next time, she'll really feel safe letting go.

**Not sure exactly how to proceed with a girl?**

So I am kinda confused. We are both 16 and I am sort of new to the school so I just started hanging out with a group of friends, her included. What is interesting is that I have noticed that when we sit and talk/whatever she is actually quite quiet. Now she talks reasonably, and gets talked to but it's weird, she sort of just inserts herself randomly and then pulls out of conversations. It sucks because I find her very smart and interesting. So should I be trying to talk to her often, or just let her chill?

Ok so question #2. I worked up the balls today to tell her that her necklace is pretty (which it was). And her reaction was interesting. She said 'thank you' quietly and grabbed it for a second, which would normally be a pretty dull response. BUT she was also kind of distracted by math homework so I am not sure about that. She has never had a boyfriend, I'm pretty sure she is a virgin (though that doesn't matter to me). I wonder if she even believes guys find her attractive, though to me she is absolutely stunning. I want to know how to show her I like her and that I'm a nice guy without being very up front about it and risk damaging my new friendships?

I am going to try to talk to her and slip in little flirty compliments and stuff, slowly building up and becoming closer while watching her reactions. I don't want to scare her off.

**Miami PUA:** Hey Doob,

First of all, tell her that you find her smart and interesting and that you wish that she would talk more. That's like someone saying "I'm sorry sir, but I have to give you this million dollars... sorry for the confusion" out of the blue.

Whenever a friend compliments me on my ebook on seduction or the way my website looks, I always check it afterwords. What was it that they like so much.

It's okay to scare for off because she'll be back. She is like a kitty cat... Put a bowl of milk in your lap. What cat doesn't like milk?

Realize that you always have her on line as long as you keep her within your sphere of influence.
I miss my ex gf but she basically replaced me with her ex?

I really miss her and i get upset when even little things remind me of her i haven't talked to her in a while and before we or i said would you be happier if we were friends she said yea because i like you allot but my ex and i talked yesterday and i didn't wanna like two time you.(idk if there back together again but still should i try and get her back anyway?) i guess she still cares about me or maybe her friend put her up to it to be nice but i was having a bad day i was thinking of her and i was just depressed and i went to the library and was doing work like alone in a corner by myself away from every1 and she came up and asked me if i wanted to come sit with her and amelia her and somewhat my friend im thinking amelia saw me and just asked her to come say something but im not sure, and I cant stop thinking about her should i be her friend and just hope she'll come back, or should i try and get over her and if u say i should try and get over her give me something i can use to help me stop thinking about her i know its take time but i didn't like having all this bottled up rage and depression i feel like crying but i also feel like kicking somet1's ace. (all my family lives 800 miles away so i cant go to them for comfort all i have is my mom here and she already knows.) oh and people know when im sad because usually im cool and im nice, i talk to people i make them laugh and stuff but i just need help i hate being this emotional i cant focus or goto sleep sometimes and its just eating away at me day by day....

Miami PUA: I'm not saying I've been in your shoes, but I've been emotional over chicks before. I've even been emotional over chicks who weren't completely ready to let me go and I wasn't ready to let them go either.

Talk to as many other girls as possible and let her know that you're open to getting back together with her, even if it's for a one night stand but until then, you're going to have fun with beautiful women on the side, even though you'll still miss her.

Really, this time of "mourning" is for you to reevaluate who you are. One of the reasons that it is hard for a beautiful woman to let an alpha male go is because so much of her identity is based on who he is with her being the follower and you being the leader. Conversely, guys get a lot of their approval and validation as men from their women... How beautiful they are, the types of things they do to them in bed vs. how much they actually paid to get to that level (dinner, drinks, etc.) Some men actually try their hardest to treat a beautiful girl and a fat girl the exact same. The fat girl likes this because she doesn't feel like she's just a last resort because you treat beautiful girls equally as nice and beautiful girls like that you aren't going to treat them like trash just because she loses her looks.

It's time to reevaluate who you are as a man... a lot of people trash themselves during this period or until they find another girl and then they're happy again... on top of the world, etc. Instead of taking that route, love yourself for who you are... take the time to understand all that
you did right and wrong in the relationship (and strive to better next time) and get back out there and start building up your successes with women.

**How can I win this girl over?**

*She is rarely on facebook and we do talk occasionally, but I am not a very confident person and have no clue of the right things to say to her in order to see if she likes me and get her to like me and ask her out. I'd also like to avoid being friendzoned since that seems to happen to me quite a bit.*

**Miami PUA:** Friend zone is not all bad. A lot of good things can happen in friend zone. Instead of trying to come up with clever things to say, say anything. Intentionally mess up the relationship you have with her. Push the boundaries. Look like a fool because it's better than not having any types of connection with the girl at all.

If you look at top notch seducers, they talk themselves in and out of some pretty exclusive relationships all of the time. It's not about keeping the relationship because if you're afraid than you have a long way to go before you can attract a woman of this caliber.

Imagine this: there is a guy who goes out on dates with a girl and he never so much gets a kiss. He pays for her dinners, movies, the works, but he doesn't get anywhere, so he makes a sexual innuendo and she gets hostile and nasty with him "what do you think I am, a piece of meat... blah, blah, blah" did his coming on to her merit that type of response? NO. She is the one with the problems. SHE is the one with the issues, not him.

Are you saying that just because she's beautiful, she does not have any shitty parts of her personality? That she's perfect.

You can't make a woman like you if she can't respect you and she will not respect you if you LITERALLY think that she's perfect... here's a letter between me and one of the most physically beautiful women in the world. She messaged ME. ——

Her Message: I am writting you because I saw your nasty
webpage  [http://callgirlseduuction.com/content/sec...](http://callgirlseduuction.com/content/sec...)

and I dont like to see myself on it. I want you to take off ALL of my pictures from all of you shitty pages before I call your dear mom Marcia and send her some of your abilities of seduction, maybe these would work on her...just sayin. I know ALL of your info now (addres, work, family, studies) e.g. 9^*6 K%^**d Rd.
Oakland, California.

Dont make me do your life worse than it is, I dont know, I dont care about you. So just repair
what you've done on me.

My message: Hey Michi, when I look at you, deeper than the surface, I see something very beautiful, easily led. All qualities that I love in women. I know that someone saw those pictures and made a fuss and you have to enforce that, so I respect that. I know this is nothing personal because I am much deeper than the surface. I'll take the pictures down off of the website when you answer this message back... My grandmas address, really. Take her to my website, I think she'll like it. I apologize, I think you're one of the most beautiful women in the world... Out of the millions of models, I chose you.

_________________

She didn't know me, she ran across my site through a friend. She is LITERALLY a supermodel. I know what her strengths and weaknesses are as a person... I know that if she saw the website herself, she wouldn't have cared. I KNOW SHE DID A BACKGROUND CHECK ON ME because she was curious about me, because I am an interesting person and she would rather spend her day googling me than whatever else she is doing. I also know that she is flattered that of the millions of faces out there, I chose her face ON MULTIPLE PHOTOGRAPHS.

I may never talk to her again (because she never sent me another message, although she gave her own post a "thumbs up" after I answered her) but she respects me because I took the matter into my own hands BUT I was fair.

I am a "bad boy" because I was able to see past the bullshit.

Just like you like this girl, you like 1,000 other girls women are the same way.

I can almost guarantee you that she likes something about you.

Place yourself in her life, even if it get's messy.

Trust me, knowing what to say is the least of your worries, you have to know that people are ALL fallible and just like perspectives are "wobbly" for you, they're that way for anyone else too... the only difference is that you know how to stabilize them.

There is no 1 hour answer to this, but there might be a 100 hour answer.

How do I flirt back to her?

I think this girls flirting with me and I wanna flirt back but I don't really know how. All I can think of is your hair looks nice today than Im empty. Any ideas?
When a guy makes out, kisses etc. women, he is going against the grain of what they're parents taught them was right.

**Miami PUA:** To flirt with a girl means flirting with sexuality... whether it's in a vocal tonality, it's in the way you look at her, in the concepts that you present to her, etc.

Today, I walk up to a girl and say "nice rack" and I point to the car outside with the rack on it. I unknowingly had a conversation with her father. So, as I'm walking out of the door, I tell her dad "you're a real chess player" flirting with the idea that I just complimented his daughters rack.

This is the definition of flirting... playing with sexually tense situations... If she flirts back, you know she likes it. When I mentioned "chess" to the girls father, she had a big grin on her face and held pretty good eye contact, she flirted back.

**I like these two girls, what should I do?**

*I'm a freshman in college, and its great so far. I've also hung out with a couple awesome girls. I knew the first girl in high school, but we just started talking this year. We have a class together and usually go eat lunch or something afterwards, and I've started to like her as more than a friend. However, she's the kinda person that doesn't get excited about a whole lot, she's more reserved in what she says, not shy though, while I'm more expressive in what I say and do. Sometimes it seems like we have lulls when we talk due to this, so I'm not sure if it's logical to wanna date her, but I really, really like her. Lately though, we've been getting closer and more comfortable with each other, and I've also dropped a couple hints that I like her. The second girl I just met this year, we also have a class together and live in the same complex. She's more expressive and less reserved in what she's saying or feeling, like me. We don't hang out as much, but it's always a fun conversation when we do talk. The thing, though, is that she's from a culture that might prevent her from dating anyone, let alone me, since she's also very family-oriented, so idk if she'd be allowed to date (I know the first girl would be though). I only say that because I had a similar situation with a girl from the same culture in high school. I haven't dropped any hints at all that I like her though, so she has no idea. They're both great girls, chill, smart, and beautiful :) I've liked the first girl longer, since school started in august, but I feel like everythings easier with the second girl, like I can be myself more, more expressive and stuff. My question is, which girl do you think I should try to go after, the first or second? I'm at a split, so idk. So which girl, and why do you think that? Also, I will NOT casually date both at once, I will only go for one. And please not that Johnny Depp quote haha, I've already heard it. Thanks for reading, I know it's long, and thanks for the help!*

**Miami PUA:** Quiet, nice girls... you've got to take action, can't drop hints. She knew you liked
her from the moment you looked at her ****.

...Any girl with her looks and a half decent attitude you'd "like."

A girl like that, you've got to touch.

Truth is... She likes guys and you like girls.

Can you be the voice of reason and express that you like hanging out, that you're seeing other people and you know that she's seeing other people (trust me, a good-looking girl, you can assume you're not the only guy taking her out for ice cream)

I love nice, sweet girls, partly because you get to be more dominant with them physically and get away with more "accidental" groping, etc. that eventually leads to lovemaking but as long as you build a context that you can advance your sexuality that you're golden an extreme example of a sexually beneficial atmosphere would be truth or dare or strip poker with a group of friends or back at your place on your sofa watching a movie in the dark with your arm around her.

Half the days she will look alot at me but the other half she flirts with the boy next to her?

really what's up? its like shes different everyday and idk what to think. were 16 and in same class i sit across from her across room

Miami PUA: Women are just like guys. Honestly, if you could screw all the girls in your school, you probably would... women REALLY feel the same way, though they will lie about it, like a kid that says he doesn't like adult stuff.

Women get labeled as sluts if they go around and **** all the guys in the world and they hate it.

You'll get a lot more respect if you show as many people that you could care less what the girl does with her body... it's her body.

You won't be worrying about some glance... You'll be worrying about fighting all the girls you have on you off of you.

You can only handle so many girls at a time.

I put that on my life.
How to tell a guy you want to have sex with him?

I really want to have sex with this guy but I don't know if he likes me............

Miami PUA: you don't tell him, you show him. I've had girls ask me out before. Even random women on the street tell me that they want to have sex with me right now.

It's a very erotic experience.

Just take the lead. You're like the bad nurse taking advantage of the teenage boy.

P.S. I'm respectably good with women and I still find ALL women attractive and sexy and would screw them all if I could, from fat to skinny

(Just like subconsciously you think that all guys are hot)

take advantage of his subconscious.

The guy i like has a girlfriend?

The boy i like has a girlfriend he says if i told him earlier that i liked him things would be different. That basically means he likes me and i know he does cause he straight out told me he does!! He says if him and his girlfriend break up then he might go out with me (yea im a second choice but its better than no choice) Another problem is if by summer time we are going out we both go to a camp and he will be a counselor in training and they have a rule that they cannt date campers and i will be a camper for this summer but then a counselor in training!

HELP WHAT SHOULD I DO!

Miami PUA: If she's not going to marry the guy than you should go for it. But expect that when I girl like you comes along he will do the same to you and take it with humility.

That's not to say that "shame on you" or whatever. Personally, I think monogamous relationships are like rules.

Have fun and if you catch him cheating on you, than cheat on him. Amazing relationships are built that way. Obviously.

And of course, you should be his little secret... But have him be honest with his girlfriend first.

Enjoy camp.

If a rich industrialist offered you ONE MILLION DOLLARS to spend one night with your WIFE...would you let him?
I am pretty much referring to that old movie "Indecent Proposal"

Miami PUA: If you would cheat on your wife for free if she didn't sleep with you for half a year... Sure, I'd let someone have their way with my wife. I don't own her.

Hell... I would pay money for that opportunity, like a lottery.

**How to be a slut?? Help?**

*No lectures.*

To a real man, there is no such thing as a slut, there is just a girl who makes decisions on who she wants to share herself with for her own reasons.

**When a woman is really good looking and pretty, does that mean that she could never like a fat guy?**

*Is it true that all really attractive women are forever out of your league when you're fat?*

Miami PUA: Nah. See the girl in my profile pic... She's pretty, BUT she dates guys with power. Girls hate competition in a relationship, girls date jocks, etc. in high school, but the loud girls get the jocks... The powerful fat guys get the pretty, quiet ones.

A powerful guy refuses to not be with beautiful women.

...although she's been known to date a computer geek or a magic card junkie or 2.

**True or False: Hot MILFS and cougars like Sharon Stone are way hotter than young girls in their 20s?**

Miami PUA: In the bed... absolutely. mifs and cougars are gods gift to sex.

The older a girl gets, the thinner her skin is and the better sex feel as a whole.

If you want to play less games and have a woman truly submit very easily (so you can move on to better parts of your relationship) get a milf.

I like quiet girls and sensualist girls for that as well.

**Im 20 do you think it is ok for me to date a 16 year old?**

*Im honestly not using her for anything but it feels like people frown upon it. Thoughts ideas anything?*
Miami PUA: When I was younger, I would say the same thing as these clowns "no, no, nooo" but then go home and jack off to some hot 16 year old.

Who cares. If it's legal than seduce the holy hell out of that young girl and make her your daughter.

This girl is the sexiest girl ive met and my closest friend how do i win her?

I've known her since 7th grade liked her since 7th grade shes known since 8th swears she don't like me but always gets jealous when i like someone else and get asked out and shes all over me in person

Miami PUA: To ask is kind've silly when you know the answers yes. She has to be consistant to what she said before.

(Side Blurb: Have you ever accidentally fooled around with a family member? It's a similar seduction. You have to seduce her and make her feel sexy accidentally... so much that a kiss happens. )

You seduce her into being your partner, never ask.

My brother is a virgin but I'm not?

My brother is a virgin but I'm not and I think we are going to make love for the first time tonight. I am so nervous because I have never been with a virgin before and I would really appreciate some tips from other people who have been in my position. It’s romantic. He told me today I was the first girl he had loved and he’s the first guy I loved too. I am going to be gentle with him but I am so worried it is going to be awkward and I want our first encounter to be perfect.

Miami PUA: I think that's really sexy. Make sure you make him piss come for you.

Guys: would you be jealous if your girlfriend posts pictures of herself wearing skanky looking outfits?

That show a lot of skin and cleavage 0: I see a lot of girls with boyfriends doing that, it makes it seem like it's okay for them o.o

Miami PUA: I think it's sexy. HONESTLY, if you're not going to marry her, than play the background and let the girl do whatever she wants to.

How is a girl going to be good at having sex if she doesn't practice?
How is a girl going to be expertly sexy if she doesn't practice.

As a cool person who get's laid like a rockstar, you want your girls to be top of the line.

If you date a high class callgirl or an escort... she has slept with 1000's of guys, maybe 900 guys a year.

But she's smoking hot. Let the girl live.

Afterthought: Once again, this is me taking sexual “high route.” Use it and you will have girls open up deep and wide for you.

Am I boy crazy? Really feeling messed up?

I'm 20 years old and a junior at university. live with my parents still. I have two jobs. I'm not a social person, so I don't really have any friends. Save one, who I've known since I was really young. Molly is 17. She is what I call the "man whisperer"–They all are in love with her. She flirts outrageously with EVERY guy. A month ago, she got a substitute high school teacher to ask her out. She's been involved with 25 year old guy for the last year and a half. I told her it wasn't a good idea, but she always knew better. He dumped her a few weeks ago, but then he contacted her and they got back together this weekend. I really think a 25 year old, no matter what she says, can be interested in a 17 year old with many things in mind besides getting laid.

Anyways, the other night she and I were hanging out, and I mentioned a guy from my past/present. She looked at me "Dont take this wrong, but you're boy crazy. You just always have of have a guy. Just to have a guy." My mouth dropped open.

The fall of my senior year of high school, I got to know a guy I had known vaguely my whole life. David and I started a long distance relationship when he went home (he lived 2 hrs away).I put in all the effort. He ended up being my first kiss, and the first anything. He told me he loved me 6 months in, then dumped me 10 days later. In a text. And claimed it had been building up. I was really messed up.

2.) I tried to rebound two months later–to prove I WAS worth something. With a guy I'd known since my childhood. He claimed to really like me. Then he went on vacation and came home and told me god had told me he couldn't date me–turns out...God was 15, with long dark hair and met him on vacation.
   That hurt.

3.) I went about my business and met Aaron in one of my uni classes last fall. He had a girlfriend long distance. We talked a little and had some stuff in common. This February, she
dumped him for another guy. He and I started talking a lot. Often. And then he asked off my number and asked me to hang out in may. He picked me up, we went out and had a great time..and three days later he was back with that ex.

4.) This summer at work, a guy started coming in. Jack is 29. He’s starting grad school at my uni. We would talk forever every time he’d come in. Also became friends on facebook, and we would write back and forth. Each time he’d write me it was paragraphs. He’s a pilot and he’d ask me when I was coming flying, etc.
Then…a couple weeks ago…he came in to my work, on a day he knew I WASNT working, holding hands and cuddling with a girl. And taking her flying. Oh, then continued to write me as usual, because he didn’t know I knew. I mentioned her. He stopped writing. Now he won’t write me, and won’t come in the building on days I’m working. I’ve seriously seen him steer clear.

Now..can someone tell me..Me being interested in 5 guys in 3 years..Am I boy crazy? Or am I actually pretty conservative? It’s not like I’ve had success with ANY of them. Ps..I still see Aaron, every day, in one of my classes. He won’t talk to me, and avoids me whenever possible. But I’ve never harassed him, and I never even admitted I liked him, so I don’t know why he’s doing it :/

**Miami PUA:** Sweetheart, I hope you’re not the only girl in the world who doesn’t masturbate to thoughts of her dad?

I think all women are attractive.

Why don’t you just pick some random guy out of a box with qualities you like and you’ll be into him.

It really doesn’t matter if you sleep with an entire soccer team, no one has the right to judge you anyways.

Make some more of your fantasies come true.

Wear something excessively revealing, live a little.

**Will a guy date or love a girl who is a rape victim?**

I was raped by my dad when I was younger… and this is one of the many questions that run through my mind…is there a guy out there that will love/care for me because I was sexually abused? Will someone date me? I feel so dirty and ugly…and I’m sure a guy would probably think the same of me…so this question is mainly for the guys…I want to see what guys think…would you date a girl who was sexually abused? I want to know if there is hope for me finding a guy who will love and go out with me…someone that could possibly look beyond my past and see something..beautiful?
Miami PUA: You are so much more than your past, Honey. You'll find that when you do come across someone you like who likes you, it will have nothing to do with what has been done to you and everything to do with what you choose to do for yourself and others. I'm not a guy, but I can tell you that when I decide whether or not I want to be with someone, male or female, it would disgust me to even think about rejecting someone because of a horrible crime that was committed against them. And if someone ever does, it is because they are too emotionally immature to deal with other people's pain around them. You don't want those ones, they're shit, trust me.

One of my best friends appears to be a bit of a habitual liar... what should I do?

I KNOW THIS IS LONG but it's kind of an interesting thing to read.

I don't even know a lot of what she's lied about and what she hasn't. There are some random CRAZY ones that pop up and then she forgets about the next day, like she once told me she made out with this guy she liked, or that her dad got her a car.

The most troubling things she lies about is her relationship with God for one. She pretends to be this holy Christian some of the time with a super close relationship with God, and then I find out that she's going on skype doing virtual sexual crap with guys she meets online. Which just breaks my heart more than anything.

Another disturbing one is that she has this online friend who supposedly has this deadly health condition, she talks to him on skype a lot and I'll join them every now and then, and he has these dramatic spells where he almost dies. (I think it's total BS.) But anyway, during a particularly dramatic one where I thought maybe he will die, she suddenly tells us that she has this heart condition. (It wasn't even a good lie.) So lately she's supposedly been taking pills for this. This guy and I actually caught her in a lie (she told him that I told her that they should break up because of his health condition, which was totally false)(and I know, totally ironic since he's probably an enormous liar also?) and confronted her and she FREAAAACKKED OUT. First she starts changing the subject going on a tangent on how we shouldn't fight and be friends, and then something about her being so depressed and having a superhuman relationship with God, and then finally she says that she just misunderstood my text. Well okay then.

It sucks because I've talked with her for like a year. The lies have just seemed to amplify this week around the drama that happens with this stupid guy. (Who I intend to stop talking to, don't really care about him.) I've trusted her with a few secrets (won't do that again), and we just click really well and have a great time together! I want to talk to her about this face to face but I don't know how, if she'll admit to the lies, if anything will happen. How shall I go about this
confrontation? Or should I just keep ignoring her? Or challenge individual lies as they come? Or what?

Anyone have any experience with this?

Also, just so you know, she's a "real life" friend, we've hung out a few times in person and will continue to, although we talk primarily through texting, chat, and phone calls, since we live like an hour away from each other.

I know, I'm afraid she lies about me too. :/ In fact that guy actually told me that she said I had been with two guys at once. Which is actually hilarious to me because I've never even had a boyfriend yet. That's the only lie I know that she's talked about. I don't know. It would just really suck to not be friends with her suddenly because we really do have such great times together! I'd rather fix it if I guess..

**Miami PUA:** She's a liar. So she's talking about something that you can't verify as the truth but she just expects you to believe it anyways.

Who cares if the girl ****** the entire soccer team, as long as she's protected, she's all good.

This world expects you to be great at having sex, but you're not supposed to have any experience?

Or, is she supposed to hold out for marriage, suck at sex and hate giving head, so he steps outside of his marriage, screws some chick unprotected and she walks around with a disease.

Sounds as rediculous as the first line of my answer.

THE WORLD IS SO FULL OF BULLSHIT, HOW DO EXPECT SOMEONE NOT TO BULLSHIT TO GET AHEAD?

Unconditional love is the best medicine. Who cares what she does and what she believes in?

I think you're living vicariously through her sex Skyping and frankly, if you "get off" to thoughts of your dad than you are a hypocrite.

But you're not alone because every girl does.

Be her supportive friend and go on some misadventures of your own, like the time where you got off to her on the phone.

**How to get a girlfriend in 7th grade?**
I am 12 years old and in 7th grade and I want to know how to get a girlfriend and how to ask them out. I also want to know where I should go on it. I am a football jock and the guys that are popular know me and they are my friends but no girls even pay attention to me. There is one girl I sit by that is kind of cute but she is already in a relationship and whenever I sit down by her she says "I don't know you." Anyways, I am 5'5 and weigh 145 pounds. One of my best friends is really popular and the popular guys always say I'm a "beast." (That is good in our school)

**Miami PUA:** Dating for some people is kind've like suicide bombing. If you run a military, you're better off having people who will risk their lives just to blow up the building or whatever.

You're going to stay alive and healthy, this is just a metaphor.

The buildings are the people who talk ******. Your self pride is you. You asking different girls out is the bomb.

Blow up as much stuff as you can, so that people mean business.

People are so stupid (for the most part) that your reputation can be repaired with a new pair of fancy shoes.

**BUT, THE DAMAGE IS DONE.**

************** I wish I had someone teach me the ways of a seducer when I was 13 years old, this is the advice I gave to him. He might cause some damage and make some waves, but he is guaranteed to find a silver lining in his first blunders as a baby seducer.

I remember the first girl that I hit on post-elementary. I was in 10th grade. This girl was so beautiful that she was literally one of the hottest girls I had met in real life, up into that point.

Where I grew up, there were lady drug dealers who didn’t look all that good, but you still wanted to fuck them (based on their status) then there was a very thin line of amazingly-attractive girls that got status based on their looks and who they hung out with. Next on the pecking order were the prettier girls who didn’t get much more status than the average girls then there were the 6’s. (I remember when I used to be crazy over this 6 with the prettiest face ever... but that’s another story)

I walked to her house, drunk off my ass and asked her out, I got "rejected" but it wasn’t nearly as bad as I thought it was going to be. After that, I would just talk to every girl... all of them because none were as pretty as her, after that I was addicted to the wiles of femininity. You couldn’t stop me with a baseball bat from chatting up even the most beautiful girls in the world... and it first started with that initial push to get out there at an early age.

**Does he have feelings for me or my friend?**
Long story short, I like this guy and have been through hell and back for him. We've known each other for a while now, and recently he told me he likes me, I said I liked him, blah blah. He’s the ex of my friend, but they’ve been broken up for a few, like four, months now. She moved on to someone else and said I could date him. So I’ve been waiting for him to ask me out, and everyone says he’s going to, but he hasn’t! He stopped texting me two nights and hasn’t texted since.

Now my friend Moriah called saying how her and her boyfriend were fighting and he “hates her now”. Then she starts liking Alex (the guy I like) and starts talking about how she’s going to steal him from his next girlfriend then randomly says, “I hope y’all work out!” then hung up.

Today I was walking to volleyball with my team mate and Alex was with a football friend, we were both going to practice. He didn’t even glance at me. Though all day he kept smiling and blushing when we looked at each other.

I have cotillion with him and Moriah tomorrow... Should I just give up on him and let her have him, or does he still might like me?

**Miami PUA:** But seriously, does it matter? As a woman you should know that you don’t need a mans validation to feel good about yourself or your friends approval to do what you want.

If you want to bang the entire football team, that’s up to you.

Let your friend have her and ask for dibs on the guy 2nd.

You can make your own money, live your own life, follow your own dreams and be with anyone you want to be.

If someone has something to say about it than **** them.

**Is this girl screwing with me?**

Long story short... we met online and have talked on the phone. She is fun but talks really low in an almost whisper. We were supposed to meet on Wed but she canceled and then when I stopped texting and talking to her accused me of acting weird. I had just assumed she lost interest and didn’t want to meet me. So she said she wants to meet me and is really nervous. We talked some more and decided we might get together Wed is she called me Tuesday and says she wants to. Then she hung up on me mid sentence. Is she screwing with me or just really socially awkward. I’m 25, she’s 30. Why would she be nervous? She’s older than me. I’m white she’s black if that makes any difference to helping me figure this out.

**Miami PUA:** More than likely, she’s either a guy or a fat girl who accidentally fell in love with you while trying to have a little fun.
Let her know subliminally that you're into big girls (if you're into that kind've thing) and if she still cancels that drop it, you got a guy. (knock on wood)

**Personal problems, advice needed urgently?**

I wanna toss a salad, but no one will let me. How can I make someone let me toss the salad?

**Miami PUA:** What you do is you suck the clitoris with fish lips and rub the clitoris with your tongue. Do it until her asshole starts to twitch uncontrollably because that means she just had an orgasm. You just gave her an orgasm, not a fake one, but a real one.

Then I do what's called the "Deep Spot Method" that's where you stick your finger 3 and a half inches into her vagina while she's laying on her back, palm up, push up on her vag walls until you get past the ripples and it's smooth, past the frisbee hook.

You then start to massage the smooth part with your finger... vaginal orgasms women can have multiple times and they are deeper.

She gave her 20 orgasms, work on her for 2 LITERAL hours, even if you can't keep your eyes open.

Then, go down on her ***, as if it's some new, amazing sexual technique.

**My wife loves my fat belly??**

My wife likes to lay her head on my belly and rub it and kisses it. Why does she do that?

**Miami PUA:** I have a leotard fetish that I can't explain. I am sexually turned on by short girls more than tall girls, even though according to society, I should love tall girls. Maybe her dad is or was overweight and she used to lay on his belly.

Ask her next time with your hand on her *** while she's kissing your stomach.

**why is it that my new wife sees her stuff from before we were married as priceless and my stuff as...?**

**garbage??**

**Miami PUA:** She's angry about her life, probably. Take a stand for what you want. Even if she thinks it's the scum of the earth.

It's your house. It's YOUR marriage. Her friends probably gave her the "Is he a chump" test and you passed.
Not to disrespect you. There are plenty of awesome guys who pass that test, your job is to stand up for yourself.

A healthy marriage is an arrangement. Pure and simple.

You bring home the bacon and she cleans the house... (proverbially)

If she ever feels like she’s the man in the relationship, how can she ever submit to you as a woman the way you fantasize.

Obiedient, legs spread... "Whatever you want daddy?" etc.

**How can I interest my wife in my new “stimulus package?”**

**Miami PUA:** Women's entire game is hard to get. So when you ignore her, she'll wave her *** in your face until you notice, then she'll say "10 thousand dollars for a piece of ***.""

That's the game they play, so you play off that game. If she's holding back sex, than you act like you're cheating, have the behaviours of someone who is getting it elsewhere.

Women will never completely want you to ignore them, they have to keep you baited, BUT they have to play hard to get as well.

**NO MATTER WHAT, THEY ALWAYS WANT TO PLAY.** The trick of the situation is to go deeper than the problem. Why is she doing that? Does she feel that her only value is sex? If she does, you're playing with damaged goods, so fix it.

Sex is valuable, but I think a good heart and a good mind amongst other things way outweighs simply sex.

hell, you could go to a hooker for sex

**Do guys like skinny girls or curvy girls better?**

**Miami PUA:** I personally like different girls for different reasons. I like top heavy girls to look at and when they show off their racks. I live skinny girls because they make me feel more dominant.

I like curvy girls, but it doesn't really get my wheels moving.
I like girls with small racks in they have hips.

Small racks look great on big girls.

Most racks look good on big girls.

I have a skinny, short girl fetish.

The sexiest thing is a girl who has a very kinky temperment, that will flip any man instantly. If not, than go on to the next one, but for men being honest with themselves, they'll probably tell you the same thing I'm telling you and frankly, that's the only kind'ye guy you'd want.

**What usually happens to teens who's parents are separating?**

**What if the kid is almost 18?**

**Miami PUA:** If they've been fed bullshit all their lives, maybe it's a good chance to get acquainted with the truth.

i.e. mommie cheated on daddy, hid it, found out that he was cheating on her and she tossed him to the curb, but if they were just **** buddies with a love child, the'd still be talking to each other.

**What to do with a girl who play hard to get?**

*So, i like this girl and i am 100% sure she likes me....but last friday we were in a club she seemed uninterested and also she flirted with my friend and when i am talkingto her she gave me the cold shoulder which made me look desperate.I caught her looking at me alot even my friends say she is into you........ i want her know badly??

i was planning to be straight forward with her???? but my friend said ignore her and chill with other girls and she will come to u?......what do u think people....is there any other solution.

pls no bullshit answer and i am sure she likes me even her friends told me and i am also a shy person.**

**Miami PUA:** Frankly, you are with the girl in a terrain that you are unfamiliar with and makes you uncomfortable AND SHE'S GOING TO JUDGE YOU ON THAT? Understand that you are special in your own way and if you guys ever stop talking, you will remind her of stuff and turn her mind on in ways that she won't feel about anyone else. This is not opinion, this is science.

Embrace the fact that you're better at certain things that she's not good at. Playfully tease her about it.
Pick on her... She wouldn't know a "Star Wars" character if it hit her over the head with one.

As far as her hitting on your friend, who cares. You are not married to her, let her get a taste of life and while you're at it, hit on some of her friends.

It's better to fail miserably at something than to never try it.

You ever notice that the people who have the biggest problems with powerful people are never really that powerful themselves? But they can point out 10 things that the powerful person did that was wrong.

In order to be good at anything, you've got to screw up a lot of times. This won't be the first or the last girl or the HOTTEST girl that likes you, so it's worth it to get your hands a little dirty talking to lots of women when you're around her. Even if you fall flat on your face, you've succeed in showing women that you can fall gracefully time and time again and keep coming back for more.

**My boyfriend is annoying. Should I dump him?**

I'm 17 years old and my boyfriend is 18.
Whenever we dine or go to the movies, he farts and takes of his shoes to rest his feet over the front seat.
He always tells me to come over to his house to play Xbox and he completely suck at it video games, then starts yelling at the TV and throwing and breaking the controller.
The worst thing is him calling me "Treezy" because my name is Trisha. I tell him to stop, and he just repeats "Don't hate the playa, hate the game". What the hell does that mean?
One time my boyfriend picked me up and piggy backed me and started running in the mall screaming "Out of the way! Treezy cruising downtown!!" It's so embarrassing.

I was attracted to him because he was a genuine guy, he's really funny and romantic when he can be.

**Miami PUA:** Frankly, the girl is afraid of what other people are going to say about her, hence, the "embarrassing" part of the letter. You'll notice that she also uses the word "dump" which is a very remorseless word (so if your girlfriend is always talking about "dump this, dump that") than that's kind've her m.o., so be ready for that.

If her boyfriend were not a kick *** guy and he was a kiss ***, she wouldn't want him.

More than likely, she is torn between what her friends and family want for her relationship and what she wants on her own.
Notice she says "I was attracted to him because he was a genuine guy, he's really funny and romantic when he can be."

She still likes the guy, she's totally in love with the guy, the guy is the love of her life, but she's going to listen to what her friends and family say.

Imagine this: Her friends are there for one type of support and entertainment and her boyfriend is there for another type of entertainment.

I watch Spongebob with my little nephew and I watch movies for adults with my girlfriend.

They are both valuable for completely different reasons and the 2 paths should never cross. How irresponsible would it be of me to let my 5 year old nephew watch an adult movie? It's not just irresponsible, it's criminal.

Play that card, because when her girlfriends want to play that card and they can't because they told her not to play that card, they're just going to feel guilty. Spare them the guilt. keep the 2 separate...

...and point out a couple of things to your friends. He act's like Johnny Depp... He acts like Johnny Depp. I'm going to take my chance with Johnny Depp. So what, we all have a little gas sometimes but who's going to break the guys face in the "alley" or take out the trash?

**Why are women reluctant to be friends with guys?**

**Miami PUA:** I think one of the best phenomena in the world is when a girl is reluctant to become friends with guys. t means that they're totally into you and they're afraid of allowing their feelings to leak.

When people are highly aroused, aka emotional about someone or something, people revert to a place where they're very young in their minds and they tend to make pretty silly decisions i.e. a guy thinks with his dick or gets angry about something that he could care less about a week after it happens, a girl avoiding a guy because she's afraid that her emotions will show or a girl freaking out because she finds out her boyfriend is a pick up artist.

Show her the illogic in her decision and make sure that it sounds more stupid than doing the logical thing, which is being her friend, she will then, in turn open herself up to you enough for you to be her friend. If someone randomly asked her "don't you think it's stupid how girls find it hard to allow themselves to make male friends?" she'll probably agree, then she'll be on the spot for similar behaviour. If you're an all-around cool guy, she knows that she would look like a fool if she went into her normal pattern of avoiding a guy because she likes him, particularly in
front of you. I mean, what person do you know who wants to look illogical in front of someone that they like?

**There's 3 guys that i really like..i'm not sure what to do. please help?**

*ok, so i'll list 3 guys that i like and explain my feelings for each one of them and how i know them. i need some advice on what to do now?*

Guy #1- he's only in one of my classes, and i barely ever talk to him. when i do, he doesn't seem interested. but sometimes he flirts with me. my feelings for him are gradually becoming less, but i think there is still a possibility that i would go out with him if he asked me.

Guy #2- i have 3 classes with him, and in computers i sit next to him. i've sort of liked him since i met him at the beginning of the year, but getting to know him better has made me like him more. my friend texted him telling him that i liked him (i gave her permission) and he said he had known about it for about a week. he didn't say whether he liked me back though. hes not the best looking, but hes HILARIOUS, and i find humor attractive. he smiles at me all the time and pokes me and stuff. i would ask him out or something, or try to get closer to him, but i doubt he feels the same way. should i try to develop a better relationship with him or just let it go?

Guy #3- me and him have the longest relationship out of all of the 3. i've known him for about a year and a half, and we are family-friends. i've liked him since the moment i met him, but only over the past couple months have we really gotten to know eachother. he told me he loved me before, but i wasn't sure he meant it. he never asked me out, but i know that he likes me. im just not sure where our relationship is going. he just recently broke up with his girlfriend and has been talking to me a lot more often. he hugs me all the time, and he loves messing with me. i've told him deep, emotional stuff, but most of the time we just joke around. he told me his relationship problems while he was dating this one girl, which means he trusts me.

however, this week after he broke up with his gf of 6 months, i've become suspicious that he might want to be more than friends?

yesterday HE called me (which he never does) asking if he could come to see the Hunger Games with me. i was going with my friends at midnight, so sadly i had to tell him no. but isn't it weird that he wanted to see a movie with me? like...a movie...in the dark...and there's kissing? i mean...that's suspicious.

and today i texted him & we ended up talking about the hunger games again. this is how the conversation went:

*Me: Omg Josh Hutcherson is so HOT. thats my future husband right there :) lol*
Him: I thought i was :P
Me: well, anything is possible :)
Him: Who knows :)

He just suggested that he might be my future husband...he was joking of course, but like, I thought that was adorable. Do you think that this could lead to something more? My friend told me I should ask him out, but I was hoping he would ask me out...

Any advice on what to do in any of these situations?? Sorry this is so long

Thanks for your help :) bye

Miami PUA: Fellas, see, you're not the only one who falls in love with multiple people at the same time. Women do this... we all do, we have no choice except to become attracted when someone has the qualities that we like in people in them.

First of all, she has to realize that as long as she tap dances to societies rules, she is going to be confined to one man...

In her mind she rocks back and forth about whether or not she wants to be with the funny one or the cute one or the guy next door. This is great to know because every girl is the same, this is not some isolated incident, this is life for women, they want what makes them feel safe, happy and lusty and they find it in different ways.

What you want to be able to do as a man is to plant your seed inside of as many women as you can, so they can feel attracted to you. (like this girl is attracted to her men)

Be very loose about what kind've arrangement you set for a woman, you don't have to be her "boyfriend," you could be her, "whenever I think of you, you get wet, but you might be too young to notice" friend AND RESPECT THAT FRIENDSHIP AS DEEPLY AS YOU RESPECT AND HONOR THE BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND RELATIONSHIPS.

Why must the rules be this big, overwhelming lifelong commitment when it could be as simple as creating a bond with someone you enjoy.... Sure, there's something there, but who cares.

Why is my ex still contacting me if he is in a new relationship?

Me and my ex were together for almost 2 years. After our last break up, we were planning on getting back together over the summer. We had just gotten over a huge fight and then we go
into another which led to him leaving me. it was a fight over this girl who hated my guts and didn't want him to get back together wit me (they used to be hook up buddies so of course she wanted him to stay single). a week later? he starts dating her. i was like "wow. screw this". 2 months passed and she dumped him. around my bday, he sent me something on fb and in a text. we ended up talking for a bit and then he got back with her. and yet he STILL kept talking to me. and he kept bringing up personal **** from our past.

we stopped talking and then in february me and a friend ran into him. a few days later he messages me on fb saying "y were u so mean to me" and then he just kept on messaging, then texting me. we even hung out (i felt perfectly fine, i didn't think **** of it). but he kept bringing up **** from our past this timeEVEN MORE personal (btw he still is dating that girl). he noticed that i changed and kept telling me that. we stopped talking but he likes my pictures randomly, posts on on my fb wall and plays games wt me on the iPod. she has NO idea that he talks to me nor do i have her on fb

i honestly don't get what's going on lol and i'm not the one going to him all the time. its all him. like does he think he can keep me around? do they ever realize "wow i shouldn't have let her go"?

**Miami PUA**: In the pick up artist community, this is very uncommon, you usually have guys that will make clean breaks with their women or talk to them occasionally. Me and a few of my pick up artist buddies think that keeping a close line on the girls that you have interest in is a good idea.

No offense, I think that this guy is doing this completely on his own (without the encouragement of the pickup artist community)

she obviously enjoys the interactions and so does he. I'm sure she is a beautiful woman (so she's obviously got a handful of guys she's juggling) but she enjoys the communication bridge she has built with this guy.

Relationships have popular forms and a lot of times, they don't work out too well and sometimes they do.

I would have to say that this is a very productive and healthy form of relationship right here, untainted by money or friends opinions and family involvement.

This is a great example of 2 people who have created an alternate reality with eachother... an alternate universe away from the rules of society where they can unwind and truly enjoy themselves.
I personally believe that the more "social" rules are put on a relationship, the more that the relationship is bound to fail.

The more "pleasure rules" you put in a relationship... Rules to increase sexual pleasure in a relationship, the more the relationship is bound to succeed.

This girl can pay her own way, make her own money... so she's not after him for the cash, she's after him for her own personal enjoyment... the guys got good qualities, there's no denying it. But if you try to "cage" a lion or "clip" a birds proverbial "wings" you are taking the very essence of what attracted you to the bird in the first place. Go out in nature and communicate with the things you love... instead of putting a societal label on things, put a label that will just intensify your passion, passion and obsession for eachother. It's hotter (and more natural) that way.

Keypoint: Why look for people in our society to pat you on the back. The same person whose patting you on the back could have some serious issues related to intimacy. Why do you need a pat on the back from your pickup artist friends because you "banged" some chick? Carve out a special place where you and her can truly share yourselves with eachother.

★☆NEED YOUR ANSWERS!! ★☆ ON DATING! 1st Person to Answer gets 10 Points!?

I'm gonna give you the descriptions of 2 guys. You choose whichever you would date. This is only for looks and NOT for personality.

Guy 1
Tall 6 Ft. and a few inches
Muscular
Close-cropped hair
Tough Looking (serious face)

Guy 2
Medium Sized Guy 5FT. or more but less than 6FT tall
Regular guy haircut (doesn't matter)
Slim
Goofy/Flirt Face

So choose the guy you would rather date or have as a husband or a boyfriend.
Thanks and have fun :)
Miami PUA: When a person dates or is attracted to someone, what they're attracted to on a biological level might be completely different than what they look for on a societal level. If you take me, I love racks on fat girls with really small breasts, but her chest makes them look big. You can say what you want about me, but no matter how good I am with women and how many 10's that I sleep with, I will always be attracted to those qualities.

What if the people that you're looking for approval from are just as confused as you and they're opinion swayed back and forth just like yours, how much would you lose respect for "the popular" perspective?

Girls! Embarrassing situation! Please help! 10 PTS FIRST ANSWER?

There's a girl at my school named Jessica who I really like. She's a very shy girl, but after a couple weeks of talking to her, she started to loosen up around me. Well, my idiot friend Jordan got on Facebook and messaged her, and told her I liked her. Then he asked her if she liked me, and she said no she didn’t.

Ever since Jordan messaged her, she’s been acting EXTREMELY awkward and nervous around me and I feel HORRIBLE. Even if she doesn’t like me, I still REALLY want to be friends with her, because she’s a very sweet, wonderful girl. I’ve decided I’m going to apologize to her IN PERSON. Here it is.

"Jordan recently told me about the facebook conversation you two had. I’m sorry he did that. I know it probably made you feel really awkward around me. Truth is, I do like you. I mean...who wouldn’t? You’re really friendly, you’re really pretty, your nice, and overall you seem like a really great girl... But if you’re okay with it, I’d be thrilled if we could simply be friends and not be awkward around each other anymore."

This is 100% from the heart.

Does this sound ok? Do you think she'll want to be friends?

Miami PUA: Trillion Dollar Advice: Once every so often, check in and tell her that you are just thinking about her and wanted to make sure that she is doing good. She's hating the fact that she made such a stupid decision. Friend love between a male and a female is very close to lovers. Tell her how you feel. Apologize for making her uncomfortable, ask for her friendship and tell her that you will hide your romantic feelings for her... She will accept apology, then she will try to coax out those feelings in you once more, just to challenge herself. She'll wind up suicide-bombing herself trying to get you to love her again.
It's incredibly romantic that you told her your feelings. If you love a girl, you have to be willing to let her go physically. Physical relationships are about ownership of another's body, but the spirit goes on, even after the contract to own that other person has expired.

**I really feel depressed..will my girlfriend ever forgive me?**

i really love my girlfriend. she's always in my mind. we've been together for 3 years but i think i changed myself. i became much clingy and this makes her mad.

yesterday, she haven't texted me all day then i think i just got freaked out. i really miss her so bad. we just meet each other twice or once a week and texted when she have time. we still both studying and still living with parents, but our schools are different. i really missed her and she got really mad. this happened twice and really feel regret. what should i do? do you think she will still forgive me?

i wanted to change myself and erase that clingy thing..
we'll meet each other tomorrow, should i do something more special for her?

**Miami PUA: Trillion Dollar Advice:** When you "take care of the wax sculpture" you have some morally twisted scene in your head with a skewed power structure associated with it. Horse on girl, daughter on father, horrible *****. Similarly, she has some pretty skewed fantasies that go through her head too BUT most of them have to do with the man being the leader... the head perverter. The guy that convinces her to "give the horse a *******" so to speak. You don't have to be a bad boy... you just have to give her that power exchange and amuse her.

It's natural to be "clingy" you guys have spent a lot of time together. Always keep in mind that the deeper that you love someone, the more humble you have to be. If that means that this girl has to be with someone else to be happy, than you're okay with that. Friendships can last a lifetime if you can bow out at the appropriate time.

**Bragging Abouty This Mentality Makes You More Attractive to Other Women...** HOW YOU HUMBLY BOWED OUT AND YOU'RE STILL THE BEST OF FRIENDS. If you can be humble and bow out appropriately, you'll be the friend that she talks to when her and her new boyfriend are on the rocks.

The love will always remain, no matter what the body does.

**Why isn't there any decent males? ?**

Don't joke,
just wondering why there isn't a decent guy around?. Do you really have to wait until you're
older to find a significant other who cares about more than drinking&sex...?  
(not saying that's all completely bad)

**Miami PUA:** Sweetheart, you and your friends are designed to find flaw with people and when you find that flaw, you say "oh, why aren't there any good guys out there."

She knows where she can find good guys... go to the library, but she doesn't want that. If I'm a guy and I'm trying to show her that I'm a good guy I will never succeed with this girl.

Trust me, she knows what she doesn't want but she doesn't know what she does want.

So **YOU MEN OUT THERE** have to understand that you can't please a girl like this, you just have to take actions and if she likes the actions that you take than she'll love you.

**BUT,** the moment that you try to do it just for her, it comes off as phony and she'll pick up on it and she will lose respect for you.

Frankly, this woman is looking for chivalry. That's cool. She wants guys to pick up on subtle signs and signals. That's cool. Are they're chivarous guys out there, not alot. Why? Because most woman can't or won't admit that that's what they're looking for and guys who actually listen to the women about what they want in a man (and can't read between the lines) are doomed to get kicked around like volleyballs in relationships.

Men... Seek a lifestyle that women find attractive a theory or a way of life that attracts women, never try to attract a woman by doing something that you don't believe in because it will come back to bite you in the ass.

Women are like butterflies, and what you believe in attracts them into your yard.

What they find attractive today may not be as attractive tomorrow.

Maybe if you put a spin on what you REALLY believe in, you could attract more women to it.